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THE RANK OF A HARDY FIELD1

BY

MAXWELL ROSENLICHT

Abstract. A Hardy field is a field of germs of real-valued functions on positive

half-lines that is closed under differentiation. Its rank is the rank of the associated

ordered abelian group, the value group of the canonical valuation of the field. The

properties of this rank are worked out, its relevance to asymptotic expansions

indicated, examples provided, and applications given to the order of growth of

solutions of ordinary differential equations.

1. Introduction. This paper concerns the behavior near + oo of real-valued

functions on positive half-lines and their possible asymptotic expansions there,

including expansions that are possibly more refined than the usual rank 1 Poincaré

power series in 1/x. For example, for any unbounded y(x) on (0, +00) such that

y" = x xy, one has the rank 3 expansion

f. „ xx/2 _  ! +1<>8* + f J_ _ (1 +'0g*)2\  -x/2 + ...
y 4 \ 8x 32 /

For this and all other results quoted in this section, we refer to [9],

We work in the context of Hardy fields. A Hardy field is a set of germs at + 00 of

real-valued functions on positive half-lines which is closed under differentiation and

which forms a field under ordinary addition and multiplication. Examples of Hardy

fields are any sub field of R, the field of rational functions of one variable R(x), and

any L-field of Hardy (L is for logarithmico-exponential), an L-field being a field of

(germs of) functions obtained from R(x) by repeated adjunctions of real-valued

algebraic functions, logarithms of positive functions, and exponentials of functions

(e.g. the field R(x, ^logx, ex,exp(xflogx + ex))). More generally, if A; is a Hardy

field and/a germ such that/is algebraic over korf'Ek or/'// E k, then k(f) is a

Hardy field.

First results on Hardy fields say that any element of a Hardy field is ultimately

(i.e., for sufficiently large x E R) of constant sign +,0, or -, and that limx_ + xf(x)

exists as an element of R U { + 00,-00}. Equally fundamental is the following

description of the "canonical valuation" j» of a Hardy field.
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Theorem 0. Let k be a Hardy field. Then there exists a map v from the set of

nonzero elements k* of k onto an ordered abelian group such that:

(1) if a, b E k*, then v(ab) = v(a) + v(b);

(2) if a E k*, then v(a) > 0 if and only z/limv-+00a(x) E R;

(3) writing symbolically v(0) = +oo, if a, b E k then v(a + b) > min{f(a), vib)),

with equality if via) =£ vib);

i4) if a, b E k* and via), vib) # 0, then via) > vib) ifand only ifvia') » vib');

(5) ifa,bE k* and via) > vib) i- 0, then via') > vib').

This is Theorem 4 of [9]. According to (1) and (2), if a E k* then via) > 0 if and

only if limv_ + 00a(x) = 0, while via) < 0 if and only if limx_ + 00a(x) = ±co. The

set {via): a E k*) is the value group of k. The easy proof of the theorem starts with

the definition of the value group as the set of equivalence classes of elements of k*,

where a, b E k* are called equivalent if and only if limv^ + 0Ca(x)/Z>(x) E R*. Parts

(4), (5) are consequences of l'Hospital's rule.

Corollary. Writing a ~ b whenever a, b E k* and lim x^ + xaix)/bix) = 1:

(1) ~ lían equivalence relation;

(2) if a ~ b and c ~ d, then ac ~ bd;

(3) if a, b E k*, then a ~ b if and only if via — b) > via);

(4) if a,b E k*, a~b, and via) (= vib)) ¥> 0, then a' ~ b';

(5) if a E k and v(a) = 0, then a ~ limT^ + 0Ca(x).

It should be remarked that much of this can be done in the more general context

of differential valuations [7].

2. Asymptotic integration.

Proposition I. If k is a Hardy field and a, b E k*. with via) > 0 and vib) ^ 0.

then via') > vib'/b).

We may assume via) = 0, since we may otherwise replace a by a + 1. As

x -> + oo we have a(x), £(x) approaching a nonzero real number and 0 or ±oo,

respectively, so that l'Hospital's rule implies a = ab/b ~ iab' + a'b)/b' = a +

a'b/b', so that by (3) of the above corollary we have via'b/b') > via), or via') >

vib'/b).

A consequence of the last result is that if the element a of a Hardy field k satisfies

via) > 0, then via') > 0. For A:(x) is a Hardy field, so via') > vix'/x) = v{\/x) >

0. Thus if the value group vik*) is {0}, we have k ER.

Proposition 2. Let k be a Hardy field and let SP = {viu'/u): u E k*. viu) ¥= 0), a

subset of the value group. If l.u.b. ^ exists, it is not of the form vig') for any g E k*

such that vig) ¥^ 0.

Suppose the contrary. Then vig'/g) E ^, so vig') > vig'/g), so vig) 5= 0, so

"(g) > 0- Suppose, for a moment, there exists a g, E »V* such that vig) > vigx) > 0.

Then vig') > Kg[). Since vig') = l.u.b. <fr, vig[) is not an upper bound for <ff,

which contradicts Proposition 1. Thus vig) is the smallest positive element of the
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value group vik*). If u E k* and viu) ^ 0 then vig') > viu'/u), so vig'/g) >

viu'/u), or vig'/g) s= l.u.b. ty. Since vig'/g) < vig'), we have a contradiction to

l.u.b. * = vig').

Proposition 1 implies that the set ty is always bounded from above. If R C k, then

vig') ¥= l.u.b. ¥ for any g E k; we need only check this for vig) = 0, in which case

there exists c E R such that e(g — c) > 0, so vig') = vüg — c)') ¥= l.u.b. ^.

The following result and the later Proposition 4, which together constitute

principle (*) of [7], are proved here for the convenience of the reader. We call an

element a of a Hardy field infinitely increasing if limx_ + 00 <a(x) = + oo.

Proposition 3. // k is a Hardy field and a, b E k*, with \v(a)\ >\v(b)\ > 0, in

particular if a and b are infinitely increasing and a> b, then vib'/b) > via'/a).

Without altering |i/(a)|, |e(¿>)|, via'/a), vib'/b), we can replace a and b,

respectively, by ±iior ±l/a and ±b or ±l/b to reduce to the case where a and b

are infinitely increasing. Then \v(a)\ = v(l/a), \v(b)\ = v(l/b), so v(b) > v(a), or

b < Ma, for some positive number M, for x sufficiently large. Then log b < log a +

log M. Since a, b are infinitely increasing, we get p(log b) > p(log a), so (4) or (5) of

Theorem 0 implies v(b'/b) > v(a'/a).

Lemma. Let k be a Hardy field and f E k*, with v(f)=£ l.u.b. ty, ^ being the set

[v(u'/u): u E k*, v(u) ¥= 0). Then there exists u0 E k* with v(u0) ^ 0 such that if

uEk* and \v(u0)\ >\r(u)\ > 0, then |j»(«)| <\v(fu/u')\.

We can exclude the case vik*) = [0), for then ^ = 0 and l.u.b. ^ = 0. First

suppose vif) is not an upper bound for ty. Then we first choose ux E k* such that

viux) ¥= 0 and vif) < viu\/ux), then choose u0 E k* such that

l"("o)l= rrin{\v(ux)\ , | v(fux/u'x)\).

Then if u = k* and |c(w0)| >|»-(m)| > 0, we have viu'/u) > viu'0/u0) > viu\/ux),

by Proposition 3, so vif) < viu'/u) and

\v(fu/u')\ = viu'/fu) > viu\/fux) =\v(fux/u\)\ >|K"o)l >l"(")l-

If, on the other hand, vif) is an upper bound for ¥, then by assumption it is not a

least upper bound, so there exists/, E k* such that vif)>vifx) and K/,) is an

upper bound for <fr. Then if u E k* and viu) ¥= 0, we have vifu/u') = vif/fx) +

vifxu/u') > vif/fx) > 0, so the demands of the lemma are satisfied if we take

"o =///.•

Theorem 1. Le/ k be a Hardy field and /E k*, with vif) =£ l.u.b. ^, where

ty = [viu'/u): u E k*, viu) ¥= 0). Then there exists u0 E k* with viu0) ¥= 0 such

that ifu E k* and \v(u0)\ >\v(u)\ > 0, then

(f-ifu/u')/ifu/u')')'~f.
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Choose u0 as in the lemma. Then u' ¥= 0, for otherwise «ER* and viu) = 0.

Therefore fu/u' exists. If (fu/u')' = 0, then fu/u' E R*, giving vifu/u') = 0, a

contradiction of the lemma. Therefore

\       (fu/u)!       M fu/u) j \ifu/u')'l

so we have to show that vüf/ifu/u')')') > viu'/u) whenever ^(mq)! ^k(M)l > 0-

This being so, the lemma implies \v(fu/u')\ >|j>(w)| > 0, so by Proposition 3 we

have

viu'/u) >v{i fu/u')'/i fu/u')),    or   v(f/(fu/u')')>0,

so Proposition 1 implies vüf/ifu/u')')') > viu'/u).

A related result, much weaker for Hardy fields, is [8, Theorem 2].

3. Comparability and rank. Nonzero elements a, ß of an ordered abelian group are

called comparable if there are positive integers m, n such that m|a|>|/?| and n\ß\

> | a |. This is clearly an equivalence relation on the set of nonzero elements of the

ordered abelian group. In the same way, nonzero elements/, g of a Hardy field k are

called comparable if vif), vig) =£ 0 and vif) and vig) are comparable in the value

group vik*). Thus the term "comparable" can be applied only to nonzero elements

of k whose limits as x -> +oo are 0 or ±oo. Comparability is an equivalence

relation among the elements/of k* such that vif) ^ 0, and we speak of comparabil-

ity classes of such elements. For any f E k* such that vif) ¥= 0, the elements ±f,

± l/f are in the same comparability class, and precisely one of these is infinitely

increasing. If/, g E k are infinitely increasing, then either/ < g or g < / (ultimately),

and if / *s g then / and g are comparable if and only if there is a positive integer N

such that g *^fN- We call the comparability class of /greater than that of g if,/and g

being infinitely increasing, / is greater than any power of g. If /, g E k* are

comparable and vif), vig) have the same sign, then/and g are both comparable to

fg. Iff, g E k*, with vif), vig) =£ 0, and the comparability class of/is greater than

that of g, then/g is comparable to/. For any/ E k* with vif) ¥= 0 and any nonzero

real number c, ±|/|c is comparable to/(working in a Hardy field extension of k). If

/, g E k* are comparable and/is infinitely increasing, then there is a unique c E R*

such that for each real number e > 0 we have/c_E <|g| <fc+e, and either vig/fc)

= 0 or the comparability class of g/fc is smaller than that of/.

Proposition 4. Let k be a Hardy field, a, b E k*, via), vib) ¥= 0, and via'/a) =

vib'/b). Then a and b are comparable.

Without loss of generality we may suppose a and b are infinitely increasing and

a > b. Then log a, logb are infinitely increasing, log a > log b, and log a/log b has

the same limit as x -» oo as (loga)'/(logb)'= (a'/a)/(b'/b), a nonzero real

number. Thus for some positive integer N we have log a/log b < N, or a < bN.

We define the rank of a Hardy field k to be the number of comparability classes

of k, denoting this rk k. By Propositions 3 and 4, rk k = card ¥, where ty =

(viu'/u): u E k*, v(u) ¥= 0). The Hardy field R(x, logx, ex) has rank 3, with x,
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log x and ex representatives of its comparability classes. A Hardy field k has rank

zero if and only if k C R. As a consequence of the following result, most Hardy

fields arising in practice have finite rank.

Proposition 5. Let k E K be Hardy fields. If tx,...,t„E K* are algebraically

dependent over k, then there are integers ax,.. .,an, not all zero, such that !»(/"' • • • t"")

E vik*). In particular, if r is the transcendence degree r = degtr K/k, then there are

at most r comparability classes of K that do not have representatives in k, so

rk K < rk k + r.

The first part of this is easily proved by writing down a polynomial relation

among /,,...,tn with coefficients in k and noting that when v is applied to the

nonzero terms, at least two of these must give the same result. For the rest it suffices

to note that if /,,... ,i„ E K* are in distinct comparability classes and ax,... ,an are

nonzero integers, then t"' ■ • ■ t"n is in the largest of these comparability classes.

A Hardy field k will have finite rank if it is of finite transcendence degree over its

subfield of constants. Such is the case if k = R(y) (= R( y, y', y",...), the smallest

field closed under differentiation that contains R and y) and y satisfies an algebraic

differential equation (ADE) with coefficients in k. For if y is a solution of such an

ADE of order n, then y(n) is algebraic over R( y, y',... ,y("~X)). Differentiating an

irreducible polynomial relation with coefficients in k among y, y',... ,y(n) shows that

y(n+X) ERiy,y',...,y{n)), hence y{n+2), y{"+3\... E Riy, /,... ,v>(,,)) and k =

R(y)= Riy, y',...,y{n)). Here degtrk/R < n.

Lemma. Let k be a Hardy field, f, g E k - R, min{vif), vig)) # 0, and f ~ g'.

Then f ~ g.

Assume K/) < v(g)- By 0) of the corollary to Theorem 0, we must show that

v(f~ g) > K/)- If not> tnen v(f~g)<l>(f), which produces the false result

v(f — g') < v(f'), unless v(f— g) = 0. Since v(g)> v(f) ¥=0, we must have

"(f), v(g) < 0, contradicting vif — g) < vif).

Proposition 6. Let k be a Hardy field, let f E k be infinitely increasing, and

suppose k has comparability classes smaller than that off. Then there exists g E k such

that g ~ log /.

Let h be an infinitely increasing element of k whose comparability class is smaller

than that of/. By Propositions 3 and 4, v'h'/h) > vif'/f), so vif/f) ¥= l.u.b. *,

where ¥ is as before. Theorem 1 gives the existence of g E k such that g' ~ f'/f. In

a larger Hardy field,/'//= (log/)' and »»(log/) < 0. By Proposition 1, vig) < 0.

By the lemma, g ~ log /.

We recall the standard notation according to which, for n E Z, the function /„ is

defined on a positive half-line by /„(x) = log"x, the superscript here indicating

functional composition, so that /_,(x) = ex, /0(x) = x, /,(x) = logx, /2(x) =

log log x. As usual, the function en is defined by e„(x) = /_„(x).

Theorem 2. Let k be a Hardy field of finite positive rank n. Let w be an infinitely

increasing element of the largest comparability class of k. If k contains an element

u0 ~ x, then there exist nonnegative integers r, s, with r + s + 1 < n, and a positive
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real number A such that k contains elements uQ, ux,... ,ur, with each u, ~ /,(x), such

that ur is in the smallest comparability class of k, and such that w < el[xA). If k

contains no u0 ~ x, then for some positive integer s < n, k contains an element

u ~ ls_xiw) that is contained in the smallest comparability class of k, and we have

u'/u ~ c, a positive real number, so for any real e> Owe have

eu-?)x <u<e(c+e)*   and   esi{c- e)x) < w<esi(c + e)x).

k contains infinitely increasing elements w0, wx, w2,..., with w0 = w, wx ~ log tv0,

w2 ~ log wx,..., representatives of a strictly decreasing sequence of comparability

classes of k, the sequence terminating with a representative of the smallest compara-

bility class of k. If k contains a u0 ~ x, then for some least s > 0 the comparability

class of ws will be at most that of x, so ws < xA° for some positive real AQ, giving

lsiw)<xA if A > A0, hence w<esixA). Similarly, k contains u0 ~ x, w, ~

/,(x),... ,ur ~ lrix), for some r > 0, with ur in the smallest comparability class of k.

If s > 0, then w = w0,wx.ws_x, u0,...,ur are mutually incomparable, if 5 = 0 the

elements u0,...,ur, so in either case we have r + s + 1 =£ n. Now suppose k

contains no u0 ~ x, that is, no u0 such that u'0 ~ 1. By Theorem 1, max ^ = 0.

Therefore for the last element of the sequence w0 = w, wx ~ log w, w2 ~ log w,.

say u = ws_x ~ ls_xiw), we have viu'/u) = 0, so u'/u ~ c, a positive real number.

Clearly 1 < i < n and lsiw) ~ log u ~ ex, so we are done.

R(x) and R(ex) are the simplest examples of Hardy fields of rank 1. More

interesting is the case k = Q(y), where y: (0, + oo) -» (0, + oo) is given by yiO) = 1,

y' = yJ2 + l/y. This is a Hardy field since k = Qiy'), each element of which is

ultimately of constant sign as x -» + oo, for then y -» + oo and y' -» -f2 . We have

y' ~ \¡2, y ~ f2x, y/y' E k, y/y' ~ x, r = s = 0, n = 1, and Q is the field of

constants of k. The field kx = Q(z), where z = coshv^x, is a Hardy field since

^i = Q(z' z')' with z2 ~ (z')2/2 = 1, is a subfield closed under differentiation of

the Hardy field R(e^2A). In the case of kx we have rank 1 with z infinitely increasing

and z'/z ~ -J2. kx contains no element ~ x, s = n = I, and again the subfield of

constants of k, is Q. An example of a Hardy field with r + s + 1 < n is given by

/<3 = R(x, ^log x , exp^log x )). Here x, exp^log x ), log x are representatives of the

n = 3 comparability classes in decreasing order since expd/log x ) < exp(logx) = x,

and r = 1,5 = 0.

Theorem 3. Let k E K be Hardy fields, where K contains at most n elements that

are mutually incomparable and incomparable to any element of k. Also suppose k

contains a smallest comparability class. Then K contains a smallest comparability class

and there are integers r, s > 0 satisfying r + s < n such that the smallest comparability

class of K contains an element ~ /f( / ) for any infinitely increasing f in the smallest

comparability class of k, and for any given t E K there exists g E k such that

t < es(g).

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2, but simpler. Take / an infinitely

increasing element of the smallest comparability class of k. If K contains smaller

comparability classes than that of /, then K contains an element ~ log /, if K

contains smaller comparability classes than that of the last element, then K contains
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an element ~ l2if), etc. Similarly, if / is an infinitely increasing element of K then, if

the comparability class of / is greater than each comparability class of k, K contains

an element ~ log t, if the comparability class of this last element is greater than each

comparability class of k then K contains an element ~ l2it), etc.

Results on the order of growth of solutions of ADEs which overlap with Theorems

2 and 3, but which are on the whole rather weaker, have been proved by different

methods in [10,2 and 11].

4. Rational rank. Examples. IfkEK are Hardy fields there is a natural order-pre-

serving embedding of ordered abelian groups vik*) E viK*). By Proposition 5, if

u E K* is algebraic over k, then some nonzero integral multiple of viu) is in vik*).

If K is taken to include all Nth roots of all positive elements of k, then each element

of vik*) is divisible in j»(K*) by each N ¥=■ 0, and therefore vik*) is a subgroup of an

ordered vector space over Q. Denote the ordered rational vector space containing

vik*) by Qvik*). The vector space dimension dimgQ^/c*) is called the rational

rank of k; this is the cardinality of any maximal subset of k* any nontrivial integral

power product of whose elements has nonzero r-value. The rational rank of k is at

least the rank. By Proposition 5 the rational rank of k is at most its transcendence

degree over its subfield of constants. The Hardy field R(x, x") has rank 1 and

rational rank 2.

We discuss asymptotic expansions in a Hardy field k D R of finite rational rank

n. Let tx,...,t„ E k be infinitely increasing elements such that v(tx),...,v(tn) are

linearly independent over Q. If u E k*, then u ~ ctx' ■ ■ ■ tan" for certain unique

c E R* and ax,...,an E Q, and the same is true if u is a nonzero element of the

extension field of k obtained by adjoining all Nth roots of positive elements, since

this extension field also has rational rank n. Writing u — ctx< ■ ■ ■ tan- ~ dth/ ■ ■ - r*n,

with d E R*, />,,... ,bn E Q, we have

r(«) = F(if ■•■/:«)<"('*'•••'«*").

and we can continue this process to get an asymptotic expansion (possibly terminat-

ing)

u ~ ctxa< • • ■ C + dth/ •••**»+••-.

Suppose r, > t2 > • • • > t„. If for certain i, j, such that 1 < i <j < n, we had

<*,,<*,+,,... ,tj comparable but some certain integral power product of these in a

smaller comparability class, then we could delete one of t:, ti+x,...,tj in the

sequence tx, t2,... ,tn, replacing it later in the sequence by the certain power product,

to get a similar sequence but with fewer /'s in the comparability class of ?,.

Continuing this process, we can get tx,...,t„ to be of the form txx,tx2,...,tXn,X),

t2X,...,t2n{2),...,trX,...,trnlr), where « = «(1) + ••• +n(r), txx >tx2> ■■■ > trn(r),

each set {/,„ tX2,..., tXr,(X)}, [t2X,..., t2n(2)),..., [trX,..., trn(r)) consists of comparable

elements and no nontrivial integral power product of the elements of any one set is

in a smaller comparability class. Clearly r = rk k. For integers axx,...,arn(r), not all

zero, the sign of vit^ ■ - ■ fftfly • • • tfffij) is the same as that of vitff • • • C'(í)')if 'is

the smallest positive integer such that an,...,ainfj) are not all zero. For each
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i = 1,... ,r, the subgroup of vik*) generated by j»(fn),.. .,v(tinli)) is order-isomor-

phic to a subgroup of R, so there exist cn,... ,c,„(/) E R, linearly independent over

Q, such that for all aiX,...,a,„(1) E Q the sign of v(tf{x ■ • ■ tfjfift) is the same as that

of ancn + ■ ■ ■ +a,„(,)c,„(;). Finally, for / = l,...,r — 1 we have

log r,, ~c, ■ (rational powerproduct of r1+M>. ..,trn(r)),

with c, a positive real number and the rational power product of negative »»-value

that is strictly increasing with i. In the special case where the value group vik*) is

finitely generated, we may choose /,,,..., trn(r) to be a set of generators of this group,

in which case all the above rational exponents are integers. In the nicest case of all,

where vik*) has r = rk k generators v(tx),.. .,vitr), each «(/) = 1 and the elements

of k admit asymptotic expansions in real multiples of integral power products of

tx,...,tr.

Let k D R be a Hardy field of rank n and let tx > t2 >■■■>(„ be infinitely

increasing representatives of the various comparability classes of k. Suppose that if

we adjoin to k any set of real powers of tx,...,t„ then the resulting Hardy field has

the same rank n as k. Then for each nonzero u E k (or u E smallest extension field

of k containing all real powers of /,,... ,tn), we have u ~ ctx< ■ ■ ■ t",", with unique

real c, ax,...,an, with c ¥= 0, so that the elements of k admit asymptotic expansions

in terms of real multiples of products of real powers of tx,...,tn.

The author has announced earlier (unpublished) an incorrect result to the effect

that if A: is a Hardy field, t a positive element of A:, and c E k D R, then k and kit')

have the same rank. For a counterexample, take k = R(x,y/ïôgx, y), where y =

exp(77logx + |/log x ) = x"exp(yiogx). If m, n, p are integers not all zero, then

viymx"iJYöglc)P) = vixm"+nexpimfiögx)ilogx)p/2) i- 0. It follows that the value

group vik*) is generated by viy), vix), and vi^Jlogx ), and there are only two

comparability classes, those of x and of log x. Thus k has rational rank 3 and rank 2.

But fc(x") = kix, yjlogx, x",expty/logx )) has rank 3. The correct general results

here will appear in another paper; these affirm, among other things, that a Hardy

field of finite rational rank that contains R is a subfield of a Hardy field of the type

occurring in the last paragraph.

Now consider the field R(T(x)) of real meromorphic functions on the positive

real line consisting of all rational functions with real coefficients of the gamma

function and all its derivatives. We shall prove that this field (or, rather, the

corresponding set of germs of functions with values inRU {oo} asx-> +oo)isa

Hardy field of rank 3, a result that has been proved quite differently by Boshernit-

zan [3]. To simplify the exposition we first give a short proof of Holder's theorem

that T(x) satisfies no ADE, by an argument close to the original one [5] and almost

the same as that in the recent proof [1].

Lemma. T(x) is not a solution of any ADE with coefficients in R(x).

This is equivalent to showing that degtrR(x, T(x), r'(x),.. .)/R is infinite.

Setting

<t>ix) = r'(x)/r(x)    forx>0,
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it suffices to prove that degtrR(«i>'(x), <|>"(x),...)/R is infinite. As with all other

proofs of Holder's theorem, the present one is based on the fact that since

T(x + 1) = xYix), we have <f>(x + 1) = <K*) + !/*> hence <f>(n)(x + 1) = <t>("\x)

+ i-l)"n\x~"~x for n = 0,1,2,_We have to show, for any positive integer n, the

nonexistence of a nonzero F( x, Xx,...,Xn) E R(x)[Xx,...,X„], where Xx,..., Xn are

indeterminates, such that F(x, </>'(x),... ,<j>(n)ix)) = 0. Suppose the contrary. If we

choose such an F(x, XX,...,X„) such that n is minimal, then such that the total

degree of F(x, Xx,...,Xn) in Xx,. ..,Xnis minimal (which last condition implies the

polynomial F(x, Xx,.. .,X„) is irreducible), then such that the coefficient of a

specific one of its terms of maximal total degree is 1, we get F(x, Xx,...,Xn) unique.

Since Fix, 4>\x),... ,<t>in\x)) = 0, we have F(x + 1, <¡>'ix + 1),... ,<t>("\x + 1)) = 0,

or

F(x+ l,<¡>'ix)-x-2,...,<t>in)ix) + (-l)"/i!x-"-') = 0.

By the uniqueness property of F we get

F(x + 1, Xx - x~2,...,Xn + i-l)"n\x-"-x) = Fix, XX,...,X„).

Thus there exists a nonconstant G(x, Xx,...,Xn) E R{x)[Xx,... ,Xn] such that

G(x+ l,Xx -x-2,...,Xn + i-l)"n\x-"-x) = G(x,Xx,...,X„).

We shall show this to be impossible, thereby completing the proof. We cannot have

Gix, Xx,...,Xn) E R(x), for then we would have a g(x) E R(x) — R such that

gix + 1) = gix), which is impossible since the finite nonempty set of zeros and

poles of gix) in C would have to be invariant under translation by 1. The set of all

Gix, XX,...,X„) ER(x)[*,,...,*„] such that

G{x, Xx-x'2,...,X„ + i-l)nn\x-"-]) = G(x, Xx,...,Xn)

is closed under the operators d/dXx,...,d/dXn. Hence there exists a G(x, Xx,.. .,Xn)

of the form aix)Xt + bix), for some a(x), ¿>(x) E R(x) such that a(x) ¥= 0, and

some i = 1,... ,n. From the equation

a(x + 1)(X, + (-l)'/!x-'-') + bix + 1) = a(x)X¡ + bix)

follows aix + l) = aix), so a E R*, then i-l)iai\x~i~x + bix + 1) = bix). For any

c E C*, both c and c + 1 are poles of ¿>(x) or neither is. Since bix) has only a finite

number of poles, this number is zero, so bix) is a polynomial, which is clearly

impossible.

Theorem 4. R(T(x)> is a Hardy field of rank 3.

We begin with the Stirling development (cf. [4, p. 180 or 6, p. 294])

(1 \ 1 °° R
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where the B2s are the Bernoulli numbers and ~ is to be interpreted in the classical

way, and the consequent expansions

1 °°   R
<*,(*)-log*-¿- 2 -£*-2s,

s= 1

00

4>'(x) ~ 2 es*'1'5,
s = 0

ffl~i(-irl(i+"r1)!y'
i=0 4-

Actually, we do not use these expansions, only the fact that <|>'(x), <t>"ix),... have

asymptotic expansions in increasing powers of 1/x. Consider the formal power

series field

R((l/x))=     2aixm-,:mEZ,a0,ax,a2,...ERÏ

and its elements <j><n)(x), n = 1,2,3,..., given by the asymptotic expansions of

</><n)(x), so ^(,)(x) = 2%0Bsx-x-s and for each n = 1,2,..., $"+1>(x) = (&n\x)f.

We deduce from ^"\x + 1) = <i>(n)(x) + i-l)nn\x-"~x that

4n\x+ l) = &n)ix) + i-l)nn\x-"-x.

It follows that 4>(1)(x), <i><2)(x),... are algebraically independent over the subfield

R(x) of R((l/x)), for otherwise there would exist a nonzero expression

Fix, Xx,...,Xn) E Rix)[Xx,...,Xn], Xx,...,Xn being indeterminates, such that

Fix, <i>(1)(x),... ,$(n\x)) = 0, and the proof of the lemma could be followed, simply

replacing each <j> by <j>, to produce a contradiction. Thus for each nonzero differential

polynomial HiY) ER[Y, Y', Y",...] (T being a differential indeterminate) we have

//(<£(1)(x)) t^ 0, which implies //(<>'(x)) ~ ax~' for some real nonzero a and some

nonnegative integer /'. In particular, Hi<$>\x)) is of constant sign, + or -, for

sufficiently large x, so the germ of //(^>'(x)) on positive half-lines is in vertible.

Therefore R(</>'(x)) is a Hardy field and we have an embedding R(0'(x)) -> R((l/x))

given by 4"\x) i-> 4>ln)ix). Note that <f>'(*) ~ l/x. The field R<>(x)>, obtained

from R(<i>'(x)) by adjoining an antiderivative, is also a Hardy field, of rank 2, since

<Hx)~logx. The field R<T(x)>= (R<<f>(x)»(r(x)), obtained from R(<t>ix)) by

the adjunction of an exponential of an integral of <|>(x), is also a Hardy field, this

time of rank 3, since T(x) exceeds any power of x.

Corollary. The value group of the Hardy field

R(x,logx,exp((x — i)logx — x), T(x)>

is generated by viYix)) (= »»(exp((x — ̂ )logx — x))), i»(x), and i»(logx).

The indicated field is a Hardy field, since it is an extension of a known Hardy

field by antiderivatives and exponentials. To prove the rest, define

w(x) = r(x)/y2wexp((x — 2")l°g-x — *)>
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SO

oo

logn~ 2 B2s/2s(2s- l)x2s-x.
i=i

Hence w(x) ~ ¿7(x), where w(x) E R((l/x)) is given by

ü(x) = exp    2 B2s/2s(2' - l)x2s~]   .

Suppose for a moment that w(x), ¿7'(x), i7"(x),... are algebraically dependent over

R(x). Then the subfield R(x, w(x)> of R((l/x)) is of finite transcendence degree

over R(x). Since m'(x)/w(x) = $(x) — logx + l/2x, we have (m'(x)/m(x))'=

<f>'(x) - 1/x - l/2x2, and therefore (w'(x)/û(x))' = 4>(l)(x) - 1/x - l/2x2. Thus

^'"(x) E R(x, w(x)> so R(x, <i>(l)(x)) has finite transcendence degree over R(x),

which contradicts an earlier result. Therefore w(x), U\x), w"(x),... are algebraically

independent over R(x). We deduce that the Hardy field R(x, w(x)> is differentially

isomorphic to the differential subfield R(x, ü(x)) of R((l/x)) and the value group

of R(x, m(x)) is generated by vix). In the Hardy field R(logx, w(x)) =

(R(x, M(x)))(log x), log x is of smaller comparability class than x, so R(log x, w(x))

has value group generated by c(x) and vilogx). The Hardy field

R(x,logx,exp((x - i)logx - x), T(x))= (R(logx, u(x)))(r(x))

contains the still larger comparability class of T(x), so its value group is generated

by vix), vilogx), and j»(T(x)).

We now consider the field R(f(x)> of real meromorphic functions on the positive

line consisting of all rational functions with real coefficients of the Riemann zeta

function f(x) and all its derivatives. We identify the elements of this field with the

corresponding germs of functions with values inRU {oo} as x -> +oo.

Proposition 7. R(f(x)) is a Hardy field of rank 1 with value group generated by

[vipx): p a prime number). The function f(x) is not a solution of any ADE with

coefficients in R.

We shall actually prove much more. Consider the set R of Dirichlet series of the

form 2™=] an/nx, where each a„ER and \an\ < Mn", for certain real M, r depend-

ing only on the series. Each series converges to a real analytic function on some

positive half-line. An easy estimate shows that for the above series and for any

positive integer m we have |2„>ma„/«x| = o(l/wx) as x -» +oo, so for x suffi-

ciently large the sign of the series is the sign of its first nonzero coefficient. The set

R, or the set of functions, or germs on positive half-lines, represented by the series of

R, is a ring closed under differentiation and its field of quotients is a Hardy field.

For the series/(x) = 2„>i an/nx and any integer m> I we have

/<">(*)=   2 (-log n)ma„/nx.

»!>l

It follows that a suitable real linear combination of fix), f\x),... ,f[m~ x\x) will be

a Dirichlet series whose first term is am/mx. Therefore the value group of R(/(x))
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is generated by [v(nx)\ n = 2,3,.. ,,an ¥= 0). The value group of the full Hardy field

of all quotients of elements of R is generated by [v(px): p a prime number},

therefore it has rank 1. The function/(x) can satisfy an ADE with coefficients in R

only if degtrR(/(x))/R is finite, which is true only if R(/(x)> has finite rational

rank, a necessary condition for which is that the set of prime numbers dividing the

various n > 0 for which a„ ¥ 0 is finite. For f(x), where each a„ = 1, the quoted

results are immediate.

A slight modification of the last train of ideas gives another interesting example.

Let R be the set of all formal expressions

a0+                2 a('n\,'n2,---,'nn)UÁX))'"'  '"   (en(X))'"",
n.i„\.i„2.'„,,

with n ranging over all positive integers, /'„,,... ,/'„„ over all integers, and a0 and each

a(/„|,...,;'„„) E R, for which there exists some A E R such that each \a(inX,...,i„„)\

*zA", each |i -| < A, and each /'„,, < 0. It is easy to verify that the given series

converges uniformly on (0, + oo) to a real analytic function, which we denote by the

same expression, the function approaches the limit a0 as x -> + oo, and if a0 = 0 but

the series itself is not zero, then the function differs from that nonzero term

a(i„x, i„2,.. .,inn)iexix))'°> ■ ■ ■ (e„(x))'-" for which n is minimal and (;„„,... ,i„2, /„,)

maximal in the lexicographical ordering by a fraction of the latter term that

approaches 0 as x -» + oo, so the function has a constant sign, + or -, for x

sufficiently large. The set of all such functions or, rather, germs of such as x -> + oo,

is an integral domain closed under differentiation whose field of quotients is a

Hardy field whose value group is generated by {»»(en(x)): n = 1,2,3,...}.

Proposition 8. If y = 2^L,(l/<?„(x)) then R(y) is a Hardy field whose value

group is generated by {p(e„(x)): n = 1,2,3,...}, and y is not the solution of any ADE

with coefficients in R.

As a subfield closed under differentiation of a Hardy field, R(y) is a Hardy field.

We claim that if F(Y0,..., Ym) E R[T0,..., Ym], Y0,...,Ym being indeterminates, and

F¥=0, then F(>>, y',...,y(m)) ¥= 0. For suppose Fiy, y',...,y{m)) = 0 and for n =

1,2,3,... sety^, = 2"=,l/e,(x). Then the terms of the expansion of Fiyn, y'n,. ..,y(nm))

dominate all terms involving e„+,(x), en+2(x),... in Fiy, y' ,...,y(m)), and there-

fore Fiy„, y'n,... ,yim)) = 0. That is,

F{y„_x + l/eix),...,ylr_\ + (lA„(x))(m)) = 0.

Note that each of l/<?„(x),(l/e„(x))',.. .,(l/<?n(x))(m) is of the form (l/e„(x)) •

(polynomial with integer coefficients in e,(x), e2(x),. . . ,en_xix)). Letting

G(Y0,...,Ym) E R[y0,...,ym] be the homogeneous component of F of maximal

total degree, we get G ¥= 0 but C7(l/e„(x),(l/e„(x))',.. .,(l/e„(x))(m)) = 0 (for

ex(x),e2(x),... are algebraically independent over R, since they are mutually

incomparable). Therefore

degtrR(e„(x))/R = degtrR(l/e„(x))/R < m,
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which is a contradiction if n > m, since rkR(e„(x))s* n by Theorem 2. Therefore >>

is not a solution of any ADE with coefficients in R. For any n we have y„ E

R(e,(x),... ,en(x)), a field of transcendence degree n over R, so degtrR(y„)/R < «,

and therefore v„, y'n,... ,y(nn) are algebraically dependent over R. Therefore there

exists a nonzero i/(yo,..., Yn) E R[y0,..., Y„] such that /7(>>„, y'n,... ,y¡,n)) = 0. But

Hiy, y',.. .,y(n)) ¥= 0, and the expansion of Hiy, y',...,y(n)) in terms of power

products of e,(x), e2(x),... involves no terms involving only ex(x), e2(x),.. .,en(x).

Therefore H( y, y',... ,y{n)) E R(y) is comparable to eN(x) for some N > n. There-

fore the value group ofR(y) contains

v{(eN(x))'/eN(x)) = v(ex(x)e2(x) ■ ■ ■ eN_x(x)).

Now ex(x)e2(x) ■ ■ ■ eN_x(x) is comparable to eN_x(x), so the value group of R(y)

contains

"((eN-x(x))'/eN^x(x)) = v(exix)e2ix) ■ ■ ■ eN_2(x)),

and therefore also vieN_xix)), therefore also v(eN_2(x)), etc. Thus the value group

of R(y) contains v(en(x)) for each n, and we are done.
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